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Abstract. This paper presents research into using otoacoustic emissions
(OAE) as a biometric. OAE are a group of sounds emitted by the cochlea
of the ear. The main types are spontaneous OAE which are continuously
emitted and the transient and distortion product types which are emitted
after stimulation.
In this paper the characteristics of OAE are examined to determine the
most suitable emission for use as a physiological biometric. The uniqueness of transient OAE are characterised from a data set of 2009 random
individuals by a closed rank test. Details of a low-cost portable prototype OAE acquisition system developed at Southampton University are
discussed.
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Introduction

Otoacoustic Emissions (OAE) are a sound wave originating from an active process naturally occurring in the cochlea of the ear. OAE have been studied by the
medical profession since their detection in 1977 by David Kemp [1],[2] as a tool
for clinical investigation into the ear’s health and for analysis of its operation.
OAE are known to exhibit significant differences, for instance in the emission
frequencies and numbers of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions between the genders [3] and between people of different ethnic origins [4], giving credibility to
speculation that OAE are unique.
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Otoacoustic Emissions

OAE originate from the human body’s solution to improving the precision and
threshold of hearing. Incoming sounds are mechanically separated into their
component frequencies. As they travel up the cochlea these frequencies peak
and stop at a distance proportional to their frequency. In a purely mechanical
system energy loss and damping forces in the cochlea would cause quiet sounds
to be beneath the detection threshold and degrades classification of sounds. The
active process improves this by adding power to the sound as it travels. The
OAE is a byproduct of this added power reflected by structural individuality’s,
then altered by passing back through the middle ear and out of the eardrum.
The generation and operation of OAE is currently not fully characterised or
understood. OAE can be classified into three broad types:
Spontaneous Otoacoustic Emissions (SOAE) A spontaneous otoacoustic emission is a pure tone at a stable frequency that is continually emitted
attributed to positive feedback in the active process. The exact method of generation is unknown however it is suggested that SOAE derive from structural
irregularities within the cochlea which act as an energy reflector.
SOAE are currently thought to be present in approximately 75% of the population [5],[6],[7]. A SOAE is a single pure tone at a fixed frequency up to 2kHz
and a fixed amplitude. The maximum observed amplitude is approximately 20dB
SPL (sound pressure level) however the mean observed amplitude for adults is
between -3 and 0dB SPL [8],[9]. An ear may emit more than one independent
SOAE simultaneously.
Transient Evoked Otoacoustic Emissions (TEOAE) TEOAE are typically
stimulated with a white noise pulse of approximately 80dB SPL (peak) with a
duration of 2ms and the response emerges shortly afterwards, starting at 3ms
and lasting till 20ms. The response is a stable waveform with a fixed latency
to the stimulus, where the low frequencies (in the region of 700Hz) emerge first
with the higher frequencies (in the region of 6kHz) emerging afterwards. These
are now substantively proved to be a byproduct of normal hearing [10] and so
are prevalent in the whole population.

Distortion Product Otoacoustic Emissions (DPOAE) These are evoked
by applying two continuous sine waves at similar frequencies. A set of sine waves
are then ‘produced’ at set frequencies defined by the following equation nf1 −mf2
where f1 is the frequency of the lower of the two stimulus tones, f2 the higher
and n and m positive integers. These “distortion products” magnitude is greatest
for n = 2 and m = 1 and decays with increasing n and m. A DPOAE from a
female adult’s ear stimulated by two sine waves at 1.820kHz and 2.196kHz with
magnitudes 65dB SPL and 55dB SPL had the 2f1 − f2 component as the largest
response, at 1.444kHz with a magnitude of 10dB SPL. The 3f1 −2f2 and 2f2 −f1
components were also detected at -2.5dB SPL and -16.3dB SPL respectively.
DPOAE have been recorded at frequencies as high as 7kHz however most adult
DPOAE are recorded in the 1-2kHz range. They are also a characteristic of the
hearing process.
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Otoacoustic Emissions as a Biometric

In order for OAE to be used as a physiological biometric, they should be robust and relatively easy to capture. Of the three types discussed above the least
suitable is the spontaneous otoacoustic emission. It is currently detected in only
75% of the population and this requires laboratory conditions and sophisticated
equipment. DPOAE and TEOAE are more suitable as they are stronger responses, typically 15dB SPL at maximum compared to a typical SOAE at -3 to
0dB SPL.
When comparing hardware required for DPOAE vs. TEOAE the TEOAE
is more straightforward. Acquiring a DPOAE requires the two frequencies to
be swept across a frequency range and the magnitude of the largest component
recorded. This technique requires a probe with two speakers and a microphone
with accompanying sine wave generators to provide the stimulus. In order to distinguish the response from the stimuli an analogue to digital converter (ADC)
with a large dynamic range (typically 16 bits) is conventionally required to provide the analysis software with suitable data. TEOAE, however, customarily
uses a square pulse stimulus so can use a single speaker and a single microphone
to acquire the information. Since the stimulus dies away before the TEOAE
emerges a large dynamic range ADC is not required.
All OAE are vulnerable to hearing loss. Based on a study in the UK [11]
the worst case, where any damage to hearing prevents the biometric, 84.95% of
the population is suitable and this rises to 96.91% in the best case. As hearing
loss affects the OAE having parial damage could lead to improved chances of
identification.
TEOAE were selected for the initial research due to the reduced hardware
requirements, but DPOAE also offers excellent potential as a biometric.
3.1

Uniqueness

In order for an OAE to be used as a biometric a suitable level of uniqueness to
an individual must be demonstrated. To estimate the suitability of TEOAE for

Number of Samples Percentage of Data Set Separation
1005
50%
≥12.57%
1909
95%
≥5.52%
1989
99%
≥3.68%
Table 1. The separation expressed as a percentage computed for proportions of the
data set.

further study an analysis was performed on subset of a large dataset collected
in the UK for medical purposes that is fully detailed in [12]. This subset consisted of the non-linear responses of 2009 individual’s right ears computed from
TEOAE. The non-linear response is the combination of an individual’s TOAE
recorded at several increasing intensities and then manipulated to attenuate any
linear components, maximising the information from the OAE as opposed to
characteristics of the recording process. Manual examination of a small random
sample of the data indicated the power spectra showed very few similarities and
would be suitable for a simple analysis.
A closed rank calculation of the euclidean distance of the frequency components of the power spectra was chosen to quantify the separation between individuals. This analysis also offers the attraction that working in the frequency
domain gives immunity to phase difference and provides a single value for comparison.
The separation analysis was performed on one of the two non-linear responses
of the subjects right ears. The non-linear responses, detailed fully in [12], contain
the most information from the TEOAE as they attenuate the linear characteristics of the ear canal and recording process.
The power spectra of the nonlinear component is extracted by performing a
discrete fourier transform and calculating the absolute value of every complex
component. The non-linear responses are 256 samples long so after the fourier
transform there are 128 extracted components (Nyquist’s Theorem). The first
component, representing the constant offset, is set to 0. Treating the 128 components as a 128 dimensional vector in euclidean space we can simply compute the
separation between them using Equation 1 which gives the euclidean separation
S between the two power spectra, a and b.
p
S = ((a1 − b1 )2 + (a2 − b2 )2 + . . . + (an − bn )2 )
(1)
The individual distance is then compared to the rest of the individuals in the
dataset and the distance to the closest neighbour recorded.
The data was held in a MySQL database and the mathematical analysis
was performed using a C++ program implemented with the Fastest Fourier
Transform in the West (FFTW) discrete fourier transform library [13].
3.2

Results and Discussion of Uniqueness Analysis

The results of the analysis are detailed in Table 1 showing the separation of
statistically significant proportions of the data set. This shows that, if the overall

Fig. 1. Distribution of the Separation

system variation (all sources of error) is kept than 3.68%, we can identify 1989
individuals from the 2009 in the set (i.e. 99%). In the analysis of the whole data
set the smallest separation was not zero but 1.26% meaning if the system noise
was further reduced to less than 1.26% we could uniquely identify the entire set
of 2009 individuals.
Figure 1 shows the frequency of each percentage separation. As discussed
above note that the distribution does not extend to zero. Since this analysis
relies on TEOAE and we have no results very close to zero this confirms that
everyone in this sample set had a TEOAE.
This exercise has successfully discriminated between 2009 individuals using
a computationally non-intensive analysis. Due to the large size of the sample set
we are confident that TEOAE can be used as the basis of a successful biometric
system for distinguishing between individuals.
3.3

Portable Low Cost Acquisition System

TEOAE are normally collected by a probe sealed into the inner ear. This sealing
process is done by a medically trained person selecting the correct sterile foam
tip and fitting the probe into the ear canal. The probe contains the necessary
speakers and microphones to stimulate and capture the emission. A digital signal
processor system or the host PC emits the stimulus then processes the data and
stores the results. To detect the TEOAE a number of signal processing techniques
are used to improve the signal to noise ratio as it is such a small signal (20dB
SPL is equivalent to 10−12 W).
There has been previous work on probes not sealed to the ear canal. Work
done with guinea pigs using an open system with the stimulus directed at their
ears and a microphone tube fixed at the entrance of the ear canal has successfully

Fig. 2. Schematic of the Microphone Mount on a Left Ear

stimulated and captured TEOAE and DPOAE [14]. Recently a paper on work
done with humans [15] using a conventional OAE probe held to the ear using a
wire frame with a soft tube that extended into the canal but not sealed into the
canal was performed at the University of Southampton Institute of Sound and
Vibration Research (ISVR).
Recent work within the University of Southampton School of Electronics
and Computer Science has also successfully demonstrated a superior on the
ear approach. Figure 2 shows the schematic of a novel probe front end that is
mounted within a set of conventional headphones that cover a persons ears and
seal to the skull using a foam / rubber strip as a stimulus source this probe /
stimulus source has proved effective in practise.
The DSP functionality required is provided by a Pentium III based personal
computer (PC) hosting a National Instruments AT-MIO-16E-10 DAQ (data acquisition) card [16] running custom software. This functionality is easily fitted
to a laptop system, allowing easy transport.

4

Conclusions

TEOAE have been identified as offering the most likely OAE to act as a successful
biometric characteristic. They are universal in the normal hearing population,
have one of the strongest detectable responses of OAE.
An analysis of a data set of 2009 random individuals based on the euclidean
distance of the power spectra showed that 99% of the data set was seperated
by 3.68%. This therefore would allow the correct identification of 99% of the
individuals if the system error is kept less than 3.68%. A more optimised analysis
will increase this separation and improve discrimination.
We have produced a portable and low cost TEOAE acquisition system using
commercial of the shelf equipment and standard components which overcomes
the requirements for medically trained personnel and the need for special fitting.
We anticipate this offers the potential for a commercial biometric system in the
future.
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